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52 days since “New
York State on Pause”
started on March 22

At the time there
were 7,102 total
cases in 23 counties.
As of yesterday;
338,000+

Now, the focus is
the next 60, 90 days.

Second Wave:
prepare for the
worst, hope for the
best

NYS will remain on “Pause” until May 15 with “return to work” in 4 phases:
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Construction
Manufacturing
Retail - Curbside Pickup
Wholesale Trade
Agriculture, Forestry,
Fishing and Hunting

Professional Services
Retail
Administrative Support
Real Estate/Rental &
Leasing

Restaurants/Food
Services

Arts & Entertainment
Recreation
Education

3 regions of New York
have met all 7 metrics–
1. Finger Lakes (Rochester)
2. Southern Tier
3. Mohawk Valley

State of Business

State of Business
How is the company doing

• What has the revenue/profit trend been during
this time?
• Are there concerns about future layoffs?
• Are people who were let go coming back?

How is your customer base doing

• Communicate your return to the office plan
• How will their state affect you?

How is the supply chain

• What products or components are still difficult
to get?
• How are you delivering products and services to
clients?

Designate a COVID-19 Return Team
• Include representatives from each
aspect of your business
• Ensures everyone has up-to-date
information
• Determine how the transition back to
work might occur

Re-thinking Office Space

Office density

Shipping and receiving

Common space

Office supplies

In-office gatherings

Cleaning and
disinfecting plans and
surface testing

Client interaction and
meetings
Visitor and guest
restrictions

Business workflows that
are historically manual

Workspace Spread of Virus

90% of infections happen indoors
An example of workspace spacing importance
is the outbreak in a call center seen early on.
• A single infected employee came to work on
the 11th floor of a building.
• That floor had 216 employees.
• Over the period of a week, 94 of those people
became infected (43.5%: the blue chairs). 92 of
those 94 people became sick (only 2 remained
asymptomatic)
• Being in an enclosed space, sharing the same
air for a prolonged period increases your
chances of exposure and infection.
• Another 3 people on other floors of the
building were infected, but the authors were
not able to trace the infection to the primary
cluster on the 11th floor.

Restoring Workplace Morale
Communication with employees
• Steps the organization is taking
to provide a safe workplace
• Send out an employee survey
• Communicate how employees
can help keep the workplace safe
• Plan if there is a second wave

On-going monitoring of employee health
What services does the company have for
mental health support

HR & Legal

Can my employer take my temperature before
allowing me to work? Yes
Can my employer require me to disclose whether
I’ve had symptoms of COVID-19 or tested positive
for it? Yes.

Who can or cannot return
• Who feels comfortable returning?
• Accommodations for vulnerable employees
Employer communication process
Reporting process to employer and to employees

Can my employer tell my coworkers that I've had
symptoms of COVID-19 or have tested positive for
the virus? No.
After I’ve taken sick leave, my employer wants me
to provide a "fitness for duty" note from a doctor
before I can return to work. Is that legal? Yes.

Policy Changes
PPE

Do you have PPE
available?
Facial coverings,
gloves, hand
sanitizer

Interaction and Remote work
common areas What is allowed
Hand shaking

going forward

Reimbursing
expenses: employee
internet, cellular,
home office

Reporting of
illnesses
Process and
security of
information

Cleanliness
standards of
work areas

Internal offices,
common areas,
building
maintenance

Reimagining the Business

Reimagining the Business
Adapt to change
Evaluate what worked during the transition to a
remote workforce?
Was it good enough or can it be improved?
Do you have a cloud-first strategy or should we?
Were all data center services available or were
work-arounds needed?
Did security concern you? How was it addressed?
Or not?
Business workflows and processes

• How was it done while you were away

• Are you going back to the same way or are
the new ways better?

“Coronavirus, it turns out, might be the
great catalyst for business transformation.‟
-Forbes

Technology Re-Engineering: An Opportunity!
Second Wave: Prepare for more remote
• What on-premise services can be virtualized
to provide higher levels of resiliency?

via Spiceworks

• What applications can be moved to the cloud?
Communication with staff
• SharePoint, Teams, Slack
• Mass text/call

What happened while you were away?
• Devices re-joining domain: patches, new
programs installed
• Where is your data? Can you control it?

775% utilization
growth for Microsoft
Azure during the first 30
days of Covid-19

Technology Recommendations
The current global crisis is pushing organizations
beyond their ability to service their users’ needs
for remote access capabilities.

Windows Virtual Desktop
• Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) is a desktop and app
virtualization service that runs on the cloud and is
accessed by users using any device.
• Like how enterprise web-based applications are scaled
to employees and customers, with WVD you can quickly
deploy desktops with the same scalability.
• Deliver both cloud and on-premise resources (with
exceptions)

• Applications are running on unsupported operating
systems: Windows 7, Windows 8

Technology Recommendations
Adopt a cloud-smart strategy to enable
greater organizational resiliency and
continuity
• Current events underscore the need for
greater availability and scalability of
enterprise resources
• Single points of failure exist in many of
the current on-premises designs
• Cost to remediate or correct in the short
term not acceptable, especially given
current economic burdens
• Accelerating cloud migrations can
mitigate technical and financial burdens

Technology Recommendations
Teams and SharePoint Communications
and Collaboration
Microsoft continues to react to current events to
add capabilities:
• Coming soon, users will be able to view
meetings and calls in separate windows from
the main Microsoft Teams client
• Meeting and call controls such as mute,
video, chat, leave and others will now be
located at the top of the meeting window so
that they are always available and never
block the underlying content
• Recently announced features such as 3x3
video, raise hands, and custom backgrounds

As of April 29, Microsoft's Teams group-chat platform
is at 75 million daily active users, up from 44 million
in mid-March

Productivity Score
Now that everyone is working
remotely, what do I know about
how people are communicating?
As we shift the way we work
together, it’s critical to be able to
identify how users are leveraging
the various avenues of
communication from traditional
email messages, to persistent chat,
and group communications
Productivity Score is in preview as
part of M365.

Security When You’re Back
Be on high alert for malicious activity!

FBI experiencing a 4x increase
in volume of attacks
4000+ calls per day vs. 1000

Ransomware attacks occur
every 12 seconds – Be prepared!
Hackers are taking advantage of
companies forced to operate in
a less secure manner

Rise in Business Email
Compromise Schemes
Spoofed emails that appear to be
from a familiar source: CEO, HR
Unsolicited requests from
vendors: free trials, past due
invoices

Phishing Scams
Links and attachments
"Noticed suspicious activity"
"Issue with agency payment"
Fake or past due invoice

Security: Things to Consider
Conduct a refresher Security
Awareness Training
Harden Office 365: Start with
Advanced Threat Protection and
Multi-Factor Authentication
Make certain backups are secure
and protected from ransomware
Determine where your data is
now that you have been away

Perform a risk assessment to
understand where security gaps
exist
Before returning to systems that
may have been idle, update OS
and applications
Remember, just because we are
starting the return to work, we
are not back to normal... yet!
Hackers know this and will take
advantage of the disruption!

“

Not everyone is an “essential”
employee, but it is essential that
every employee plays a part in
protecting their organization’s
data, privacy and infrastructure

”

Business Continuity
Very few businesses were ready for a global pandemic.

Typically, businesses prepare for events such as hardware
failure, power outages, human error, and natural disasters.
In order to plan better for the future, what can we take
away from this experience that will improve planning in the
future?
What did you find yourself scrambling for?
• More licenses?
• More laptops?
• More bandwidth?
• More access to remote support?
• More flexibility?

 Emergency Response
Initial activities that protect people property, and
equipment in the immediate aftermath of a serious
incident.
 Crisis Management & IT Incident Response
Management-oriented documents that facilitate
effective incident response, impact management,
patient/public reassurance, and strategic resiliency
 Crisis Communication Plans
Documented processes for keeping both internal and
external stakeholders appraised of unfolding events
 IT Disaster Recovery
The process by which IT professionals restore key IT
functions through system restoration, system failover
or at hot sites\alternative production facilities following
disruption
 Business Function Recovery
Plans that anticipate recovery of critical business
functions at alternative locations or via alternate
processes.

Compliance Requirements
Start re-thinking your controls in a
way that allows for remote work.
Were they written for pre Covid?

• Consider a Gap Analysis and update
your System Security Plan

• Engaging someone who specializes in
this area will eliminate wheel spinning
and free up internal resources to focus
on your business return
• An internal resource trying to develop
a legal compliance program is more
expensive and less effective then a
third party

NY DFS extended the filing deadline for the 2019
cybersecurity compliance certifications from April 15
to June 1, 2020.
No penalties for providers using telehealth
platforms that do not comply with HIPAA, for
diagnosis and treatment of the virus and of nonvirus health conditions.
Enforcement won’t be delayed for NY SHIELD and
Education 2-D laws in NYS or CCPA in California.
HIPPA and DFS are different in that they regulate
entities that are mature in cybersecurity and privacy.
SHIELD and CCPA seek to regulate the rest of
commercial operations who have been more “ad
hoc” in their approach to security and privacy.

Reach out to us
iV4.com

Resources
Government Guidelines:
Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for COVID-19 – OSHA
CDC Exposure Guidance
NYS REOPENING GUIDE, May 2020
PCI Guidance
iV4 Insight:
GUIDE: Achieving NY SHIELD Act Compliance
Cybersecurity issues rising in coronavirus pandemic
How To Reduce Azure Costs
Microsoft Teams License Options
GUIDE: 11 Ways To Lock Down Office 365

